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About DP&C® SmartFleet
DPC®SmartFleet is a comprehensive transportation, logistics, and distribution management application .
¦
Designed to increase efficiency of fleet management.
¦
Enhance the visibility of asset management, manage critical payroll and accounting.
¦
Ability to seamlessly integrate GPS sources and all EDI
¦
Customizable and scalable.
¦
Enhance profit, performance, customer service and fleet optimization.

DP&C® SmartFleet Capabilities
The DPC®SmartFleet system
Management tools including:
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array
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¦
Easy data representation and analysis -Dashboard.
¦
Static Trip and Stop generation.
¦
Sales Order API.
¦
Order Management workbench.
¦
Trip and schedule management and resource assignment using

Advance work center.
¦
Auto trip releasing, scheduling, Check in/out, Termination.
¦
Route optimization based on stop points.
¦
Vehicle tracking and optimization capability.
¦
Geofence and Dynamic fence management.
¦
GPS device integration.
¦
Powerful Report generation and report scheduling.
¦
Real time fleet activities and route selection on Google map.
¦
Integration between customer service, operations and

administrative functions.
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DP&C® SmartFleet Business Advantages
DP&C® SmartFleet quantitative and qualitative benefits include: reduced operating expense, enhanced customer service
and a scalable system to meet competitive challenges and budget.
¦
Reduction in Transportation Expense.
¦
Reduction in Administrative Expense.
¦
Reduction in Lease, Capital or Purchased Services.
¦
Provide visibility and reporting of assets and services used.
¦
Reduction in Risk Management Expenses.
¦
Strategic Redeployment using automated processes.
¦
Rreal-time measure of operations.
¦
Mitigation of redundant Processes.
¦
Provides real time, accurate, decisive information.
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